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Consider a simple branching diffusion process, which is a branching process in 
which the individuals move and live and die in space. The offspring distribution has 
finite moments of all orders. A parametric estimation theory is presented, using time 
slice data. This involves the use of third order cumulant spectra to identify and 
estimate the parameters. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
Simple branching diffusion (SBD) processes from an elementary class of 
spatial-temporal point processes. Here we can think of these as ordinary 
branching processes, in which the individual particles live and die, and 
move about in space. The process is defined in Section 2. In this paper, we 
consider the problem of estimating parameters of the SBD process, using 
time slice data. This paper is a continuation of [7], indicating how to 
extend the estimation procedure used in [7] to more general offspring 
distributions. Kulperger [7] considered the special case of the binary 
offspring mechanism. The method uses information obtained by spectral 
density estimates. For more general offspring mechanisms, spectral den- 
sities of order larger than 2 are needed. Using appropriate window 
parameters, consistency and asymptotic normality of the parameter 
estimates are obtained in Section 3. 
Section 4 discusses some goodness of lit statistics that these methods 
yield. Section 5 has some further remarks, including i.i.d. random environ- 
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ment offspring cases, and a Kendall-type age mechanism, which is a special 
case of a multi-type SBD process. 
Appendix A contains some cumulant calculations and the third order 
spectral density estimates, in the hope of making Section 3 read more 
easily. Appendix B contains corrections to several misprints in [7]. 
2. THE BRANCHING DIFFUSION PROCESSES 
These processes are defined in a way similar to [7]. For our purposes, it is 
best to think of these as ordinary branching processes in which the par- 
ticles move about independently in Rd. The process is defined as follows: 
(a) Brownian spatial motion. Each particle is assumed to perform an 
independent Brownian motion in Rd, with transition density function p, 
until the time of branching, of moving from x to y, t time units later given 
by 
p(t, x, y) = (2rcpt))“‘exp( - (x - yj2/2pt}. 
The parameter p > 0 is the diffusion rate. It measures how fast particles 
move about. 
(b) Branching rate. The time until branching for a given particle is an 
exponential random variable (T.v.), with mean V-‘. The parameter V> 0 is 
called the branching rate. 
(c) Offspring mechanism. When a particle branches, it is replaced by n 
particles, at the location of branching, with probability a,. The offspring 
then behave independently, each according to the branching diffusion 
mechanism described above. If n = 0, the particle disappears from the 
system. a will refer to the offspring distribution or the parameter associated 
with it. 
The simple branching diffusion immigration (SBDI) process is described 
by k+(c) and 
(d) Immigration. At time zero, there are no particles present, but 
immigrants arrive according to Poisson process on Rf x Rd with 
immigration rate r > 0. 
The processes (a)-(d) are all independent. Thus, in particular, there is no 
crowding effect. 
Kulperger [7] deals with the binary offspring case, that is, with offspring 
mechanism a2 = a, a,, = 1 - a, 0 < a < 1. 
Let m = V( 1 - p), where p is the offspring mean. The SBD process is 
subcritical if m > 0, critical if m = 0, and supercritical if m < 0. 
Ivanoff [3] obtains some properties of the SBD process. In particular, in 
her (4.4) she calculates moment intensities at a single time for the SBD 
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(a)-(c), with initial condition of one particle at time zero, at position x. 
This can be extended to multiple times, for example, as in [8]. This allows 
us to compute factorial cumulant densities of the SBDI process at several 
times (Theorem A.l, Appendix A). In Appendix A, the second and third 
order cumulant spectra of the SBDI process are also given. These 
calculations assume the moments of the offspring distribution are finite. We 
now make the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION. All moments of the offspring distributions are finite. 
pci7 denotes the ith factorial moment of the offspring distribution. 
Under this assumption, one can then show that an L time slice version of 
the SBDI processes is B-mixing of order k, for any integer kB 0 
(Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 of [7]). The spatial central limit theorem (CLT) 
and strong law of large numbers (SLLN) of [7] then carry over to this 
larger class of SBD processes. Ivanoff [4] obtains the one time slice spatial 
CLT under much weaker conditions. 
We suppose the process is observed only in time slices, say at times 
0 < T1 < T2 < . . . <zL, possibly unknown. Let A G Rd. At each time, the 
process is observed on the set A,= (TX: XE A}. T is a parameter measur- 
ing how large the observation set is. The asymptotics are for observing the 
process on large sets in Rd, so that the asymptotics here are given in terms 
of T --+ co. For technical reasons, one wants 0 E interior (A), so that A, 
does not move away to infinity. Note that the volume of A, is IAJ . Td. 
3. IDENTIFIABILITY AND ASYMPTOTIC LEAST SQUARES 
Let 8 = (Y, p, I’, a) be the parameter of the SBDI process. Suppose the 
SBDI process is observed at times T, ,r + t, ,..., z + t,- 1, where t, ,..., t,-, 
are known. For example, if L = 2, it is known that the two time slices occur 
t, time units apart. From Appendix A it is seen that the parameters, apart 
from time, that appear in a kth order spectral density or cumulant are 
rv P, m = v1 -PI, vpp,,..., Q[k,. 
The estimation procedure we use takes advantage of the asymptotic 
independence of the periodograms. In [7], for example, second order 
periodograms were used, and parameters were identified only through the 
second order spectra. Similarly, using only periodograms of up to order k 
(see [I] for definitions), we can identify parameters only through spectra 
of order k or less. In the case of the SBDI process, this leads naturally to 
the following definition. Let X = {X,(x): t 2 0, x E Rd} be the SBDI process. 
DEFINITION. Suppose L = 1 and z is known. We say X is k order 
(cumulant) identifiable if 8 is a function of r, p, m, F’pCil, i= 2,..., k. 
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Remark. It is sufficient to make this definition for L = 1, since if L > 2, 
the cross spectra can be used to determine t. 
If the offspring is binary, Poisson or geometric, the SBDI process is 
second order identifiable. If the offspring distribution is tertiary, that is, 
ao= 1 --a2 - a3, 0 -C ori< 1, i= 0,2,3 and tli= 0 otherwise, the SBDI is 
third order identifiable. Similarly, it is third order identifiable if there is a 
modified geometric offspring, that is, czo = q, cci = (1 - q)( 1 - p) pi- ‘, i z 1, 
o<p, q< 1. 
Define finite Fourier transforms dC’T’(n) as in [7], but now dropping the 
*notation for ease of writing. Let 
d”)(l) = (tP)(A) F’(A)) T, 3 ..) TL 
where the SBDI process is observed at L-time slices at times 
O<T,<T2< .+. <T,<co, and 
djT’(A) = J /2(x/T) e -“iJ)(x,(dx) - P,(T) dx), 
where 
1 
P,(T)= ,A,, J- N,(A,) = 
number of particles in AT at time t 
IA.1 
and h is a taper with support A. Theorem 3.3 of [7] giving the asymptotic 
normality of dcT) carries over. 
We will only consider the method of asymptotic least squares to generate 
estimating equations and estimates. Also, we assume A = ny= 1 [ - bi, bi], a 
rectangle with b1 = n (recall the time slice process is observed on A.), and 
only use the taper h = xA [l, 71. Let H,JA)=j h(x)ke~iC”~“‘dx be the 
Fourier transform of hk. Here, Hk(O) = (A(. Also, suppose that L = 2 time 
slices are observed. 
Remark. If we use the taper h = xA, above, then we need not use the 
same taper in Theorem A.2 to obtain an estimate of the third order spectral 
density. 
The second order periodogram is the random Lx L matrix 
z”‘(A)= (2n)pdH,(0)-1d(T’(I) dcT’(A)* 
where * is complex conjugate transpose. 
Let w  = (r, P, m, vPc2~y T) be the second order identifiable parameter, 
where T is the age of the process. Let w. be the true value of v. 
To obtain an estimating equation, one could use, for example, 
(3.1) 
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where f( 0; w) is the spectral density matrix at times ri = T and z2 = z + t 
given in Appendix A, and 1, = (s, 0 ,..., 0). A weighted least squares could 
also be used. Also, the asymptotic log likelihood using Wishart densities 
could be used. The number of periodograms used is S,= [BP], where p 
can be chosen by the observer. If 4 < 1, it can be shown that 
in probability, uniformly on compact sets in the parameter space, where 
J.,= (x, O,..., 0). This can be done by the method used in [7] in 
Proposition 4.1.1. n(w; /?) has a unique minimum at w  = w. for each v,. 
This can be shown by noting A(vv; p) = 0 if and only if f(J,; w) = f(n,; wo) 
for 0 <X-C/?, and then showing f(A,; w) = f(L,; qro) on 0 <x < fi implies 
\y = wo. Since the right-hand side of (3.2) identifies the parameter of the 
SBDI process, (3.1) is a reasonable way of obtaining an estimating 
equation. 
By the uniform convergence in (3.2) it follows that there exists a local 
minimum GT of LCT) such that GT-+ w. in probability. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) There exists a local minimum \ir, of LCT’(yr; fl, 4) such 
that @T hPrvYo as T+ CO, where + PI means convergence in probability. 
(b) Let \ir , be such a local minimum. Let 
(j=; if d=l 
= 1 if d>2. 
Then 
P’*(&-- wo) -% N(0, B-‘VB-‘) 
where _yD means convergence in distribution, where B = (Bj,,), V = ( Vj,,k), 
In case d= 1, Theorem 3.1 holds with 4 = 1 but with V now including 
fourth order cumulant spectra contributions. 
ProoJ This is proved in the same way as Theorem 4.1.2 and 
Theorem 4.2.1 of [7]. 
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COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3.1. Zf the SBDI process is second order iden- 
tifiable then (0, T) is a function of VI, and hence from (3.1) we obtain 
(8,, fT) --f (%, zO) in probability, where (6,, zO) is the true value of the 
parameter, and 
~“((b, z^T)C PO, To)) 
has a normal limit law. 
For example, suppose the offspring distribution is Poisson, mean v. In 
this case, m = V(1 -v) and pLc2, = v*. The second order identifiable 
parameter is w  = (r, p, m, Vpc2,, ~)=(r,p, Vl-VI, vv’,~)=($,, 1c12, 1(13, 
t/j4, ti5). Here f3= (r, p, V, v) with V= 1#/(2$~ - 14~) and v = (t+G4/t,G3) - 1. 
Then 
JT((~,-eo), z^.-70) 
has the same limiting distribution as D(wO) fi(@,- wO), where 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
D(Y) = 
0 0 1 
11/4 
y& o 
vc 
0 0 0 0 1 
The joint limiting normal distribution of 8, and z^, now follows from 
Theorem 3.1. 
We next consider estimating more than just second order parameters. In 
particular, we consider estimating the third order parameter VpcjI. Recall 
from the identifiability definition, that r, p, m and Vpczl are second order 
identifiable, and that VpcJ, becomes identifiable using third order spectra. 
Let g(A,, A,; w, ( Vpc3,)) be the third order spectral density of the SBDI 
process (formula (A.5), Appendix A), with the dependence on the 
parameters w  and (Vpc3,) explicitly denoted. Let giT)(l,, 1,) be the 
estimate of the third order spectral density, given in Appendix A. The sub- 
script z is dropped for notational convenience. Recall, from Theorem A.2, 
R(T)qz(g(T)(l,, A,)- g(l,, I,; vO, (VpC3,)J has a normal limit law, where 
y,,, ( VP~-,,),, are the true values of y and ( VpC3,). If T-‘R(T)d+ 0 as 
T+ CO, then 
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in probability, uniformly on bounded intervals of ( VpL3,). This is so 
because g is continuous in w  and ( Vpc3,), and since $T is fi-consistent. 
Consider frequencies S,r, Ij,* j = l,..., k, as in Corollary to Theorem A.2. 
Define 
k lg(T)(jli,l, Aj,*)-dAj.19 Aj,2; GT,  tvP3))12 ww-P[3,)) = c 
c(Aj,19 lj.2; QT) 
(3.4) 
j=l 
where C($,,, , Jj,Z; w,-,) is the limiting standard deviation of g(‘)($, , I,,,) 
obtained from Corollary to Theorem A.2(b). For notational convenience, 
let v= (VI+~). BY 64.5) 
g(~j,i,l,~j,2;W,Y)=E(~j,~,~j,2;W)+B(~j,1,1Li,2;W)~ 
where 
and 
where Gr , G2 and G,, with dependence on \v suppressed, are given by for- 
mulae (AS-(A.8). E and B depend only on the second order identifiable 
parameter. 
Minimizing (3.4) gives an estimate of q = ( Vpt3,) as 
(3.5) 
where ~j= E($, , Izj2; I$~), etc. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and of Corollary 
to Theorem A.2 hold and R( T)d’ T-’ --+ 0 as T--t 03. Let Bj = 
B(dj,l, Jj,2; ~0) and Cj= C(Aj,l, Aj,z; ~0). Then 
(4 W)d/2(rjT-vO) -+D N(0, (CT= 1 Bj CJ:‘)/(~~=, BjC,: 1)2), where 
q. is the true value of v = ( VpcsI), and 
(b) ,,hb- wo) and R(T)d’2(rjT-q0) are asymptotically indepen- 
dent and jointly normally distributed. 
Proof: Expanding (d/dq) L$“(qo) using Taylor’s Theorem with remain- 
der gives 
68311812-S 
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where q* is between q0 and Qr. Part (a) follows from (3.3) and (3.4), since 
(d/&r) LiT)(ijT) = 0. Part (b) follows from the remark that periodograms of 
different orders are asymptotically independent [ 1, p. 661. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the SBDI processes is third order 
identifiable, that is, tI=tI(w, q). Let 6T=O(~T,fiT). Then (8,, QT) is con- 
sistent and asymptotically normal. 
4. SOME GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICS 
One of the statistical questions that should be considered along with 
estimation is that of goodness of lit. In this section, we consider a few dif- 
ferent tests of fit. The first two are suggested almost immediately by the 
estimation procedure and Theorem 3.3 of [7]. The last is somewhat dif- 
ferent, involving a notion of random deletions. 
4.1. A Second Order Test 
Suppose we observe the SBDI process at two times, r and r + t. 
Theorem 3.3 of [7] tells us how to construct asymptotically independent 
Gaussian r.v.‘s, 
Tpdi2dCT’(i) -% N(0, (27c)“lAj f(A; 8, r)). 
f(1; 8, r) is given by (A.4), with dependence on 8 and z explicitly denoted. 
It is difficult to check if f(1; 8, z) is non-singular for every Iz and 8. 
However, 
where 
T-d’2(Re d!=‘(J) + Re d::),(n)) -, N(0, V(& 0, z)), 
and Re(z) and Im(z) are the real and imaginary parts of z. V(& 0, r) > 0 for 
all Z, A, 8. 
Let #IT, &.) be the consistent estimate constructed in Section 3. Let 
Z,(l) = TPd12. (Re diT)(A) + Re diT,(n))/( V(,I; &, a,)‘12) 
and 
UAA) = Ted/*. (Im dLT)(,I) + Im d$),(A))/( V(& &-, f.)“‘). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let Iz, ,..., & satisfv the conditions of Theorem 3.3 of [7]. 
Then ZT(~,),..., ZAAJ, UT(&),..., U,(&) are asymptotically 2k iid N(0, 1) 
r.v.‘s. 
Let X2 = C (ZA1j)2 + Ur(lj)*}. Then X2 +D $2k) under the SBDI 
model. X2 can then be used as a goodness of fit statistic to check if the 
covariance function of dcT) is of the proper form of the SBDI process. Nor- 
mal probability plots of the Z,‘s and U,‘s could also be made. The above 
can also be done with L 2 2 time slices. 
4.2. A Third Order Test for the Binary Model 
This test is suggested by formula (AS) and Theorem A.2. If the offspring 
distribution is the binary case, then j+, =0 and the last term in (A.3) is 
zero. Consider frequencies Jj,l, jlj,* in Theorem A.2. Let 
=R(T)d'2(g!T)(Jj,1, Aj,2)-gr(S,1, Aj.2; 6,)) 
'('j,*3 ;lj,*; eT) 
(4.2.1) 
where fir- is given in Section 3, g!‘) in Appendix A, and C(& , lj,* ; 0) is the 
limiting standard deviation of the real part of gcT) obtained from Corollary 
to Theorem A.2. If T-‘R(T)d --) 0 as T-t co, then Z,j, j= l,..., k are 
asymptotically iid N(0, 1) r.v.‘s. As in Section 4.1, either a X2 test or a nor- 
mal probability plot can be used to check the binary offspring distribution 
model. 
An analogous procedure could be used to check other one parameter 
offspring forms, since pLc3, is then a function of 8, the second order 
parameter. For example, if the offspring distribution is Poisson, mean v, 
then pLc3, = v3. 
4.3. Random Deletions 
The time slice data considered in Section 3 assumed that all points in the 
set A, are observed. It may be that particles are missed in the counting at 
the various time slices. Let the time slices be at 0 < r, < . . . < zL. A particle 
at location x at time rj is missed or deleted from the counting with 
probability 1 - n(rj, x). Assume this missing or deletion is independent for 
each particle and time, and also does not depend on the location of the 
particle. Thus, a particle could be not counted at time r1 and then counted 
at time r2. By the location independence, rc(rj, X) = rc(zj). Call the resulting 
point process the random deletion SBDI time slice process, or simply the 
random deletion process, for convenience. 
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Factorial cumulant densities of the random deletion process are given by 
7c(T,)%(Tp... 4TLP x q,n ,,.... nJT1 ?...T T2, z). 
where q(nl,.,,,nLl is an nth order factorial cumulant of the SBDI process. 
As in Section 3, consider two time slices, at times r1 = T and z2 = T + t, 
with t known, The second order spectral densities of this deleted process 
are given by 
and 
.I-,*,,,,(4 f4 T> 4Tl)Y 74z2)) = MT1) 71(~2LfT,,,*(k 0, T) (4.1B) 
where 8 is the vector of parameters in Section 3, andf,,,,z is given in (A.2), 
and MC,,,, by (A.3). Let 5 = (0, z, rc(rl), rr(r*)). Provided rr(zj) #O, it can be 
shown that if 5’” and t(2) are two parameter values, and if 
f$~,,$l; 5”‘) ~f$),~i*)(1; s”‘), and fjr,,,,:,,(n; 5”‘) =Jz21,T~21(jl; kc2’) on any 
segment {(x, O,..., 0): a<x<b}, then 5 ‘I) = kc’). In other words, the 
parameter 5 is identifiable by the second order spectra. 
Suppose that n; =X(Z) and rc; = rc(r + t) are the true values of z(r) and 
X(T + t), and that 0 < rri < 1. Let L’T’(& p) be the least squares function 
(analogue of (3.1) and of [7, (4.2.1)]). The analogue of Theorem 3.1 gives 
the consistency and asymptotic normality oft,. 
In practice, z(z) and n(z + t) may be known, say with values n’, and rc;, 
respectively. A possible test of lit is then to compare (ti, , &), obtained from 
e,, with (TC;, ~5). 
Let 
,/‘?x (it, - x’,, Z2 - n;) -% N(O, Q(5’)). (4.2) 
UT=,,/&, -nn;, f&-n;) Q(&““. 
Q can be obtained as follows. Suppose the rate parameter 4 = 1 and d = 
dim Rd > 2. The the analogue of Theorem 3.1(b) gives 
fi@.- eo, f, -t,~(21)-~;,7i(~2)-n;)~N(0,B-‘VB-1) 
where B and V are given by the formulae obtained from Theorem 3.1 (b) 
and Corollary to 3.1, but with f replaced by f* in (4.1) 
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The marginal of (a(~,), n(r2)) gives (4.2). 1 UT12 has asymptotic xf2, dis- 
tribution, and can be used as a goodness of fit criterion. 
In classical statistics, one method of checking internal consistency is to 
use half the sample as a check on the other half. In this point process set- 
ting, a similar part sample procedure can be used. If one deletes points in a 
iid way as above, then (4.2) allows a method of testing the adequacy of the 
parametric model. The estimates 72(r1) and 7!(r2) should be close to the 
deletion probabilities used in the part sample procedure. 
Using different ranges of spectral frequencies, one could construct 
asymptotically independent statistics UT.I,...r U,, to use as a goodness of 
fit criterion. 
5. FURTHER REMARKS 
Estimation of kth order identifiable SBD processes involves kth order 
spectra. Estimates of the higher order spectra can be obtained from [ 11. A 
kth ordered spectral density is of the form 
A,+ ... +AL, +U’-P&~ 
where A, ,..., A, involve only (k - 1 )th ordered identifiable parameters. By 
choosing the rate parameters of spectral estimates properly, the analogue of 
Theorem 3.2 holds. 
5. I. Random Environments 
This model differs from that described in Section 2 in that (c) is now 
replaced by: (cl) Offspring mechanism. Given that a branch occurs, the 
offspring is chosen in an iid way from LX(P) = some class of offspring dis- 
tributions. 
Suppose that the expected values of the offspring moments are all finite. 
Then time slice versions of this process are again B-mixing. The methods of 
Section 3 carry over these processes. The spectral densities are the same as 
before, but with factorial moments pril now replaced by vci, = E(pLC,,), the 
average of the offspring factorial moments. 
This class of random environments does not seem to be very interesting 
in a branching diffusion setting. Some other type of random environment 
mechanism is needed. 
5.2. Kendall- Type Age Dependence 
Kendall [6] introduced a type of age dependence into Markovian 
branching processes by requiring that particles go through a sequence of 
stages, each with independent exponential lifetimes. The same thing can be 
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done here. The simplest such model is the following two stage model, par- 
ticles being of type I or II (adolescents and adults). The particles move 
about with the same Brownian motions. If the motion distributions differ, 
we are unable to solve the resulting renewal equations for moments or 
cumulants. The motion is Brownian motion as in Section 2. The remainder 
of the process is described below. 
(b) Branching mechanism: A type i particle waits exponential time, 
mean Y,: ’ , until it branches. 
(c ) Offspring mechanism: 
(i) A type I particle, when it branches dies with probability 1 - /3i, 
and becomes a type II particle with probability /I,. 
(ii) When a type II particle branches, it disappears and is replaced by 
n type I particles with probability ~1,. 
(d) Immigration: Type i particles arrive according to a Poisson process, 
rate ri, i = I or II. 
All the processes are independent. This is a special case of multitype 
processes considered by Ivanoff [S]. By computing multi-time moments, it 
can be shown these processes are B-mixing, provided all moments of the 
offspring distribution are finite. Again the same methods apply, the only 
computational difficulty being the checking of parameter identifiability con- 
ditions. In the two stage Kendall-type process, suppose txo = 1 - tl, and 
a2 = a, 0 < a < 1; that is binary branching. If one uses L = 4 time slices, it 
can be shown that the second order spectra identify the parameter, 
including z, the age of the process. As in Section 3, consistency and 
asymptotic normality of an estimate can be obtained for this process, using 
the analogue of (3.1). The moment calculations for the above model are 
made by extending the multi-type calculations made by Ivanoff [S]. 
A final remark concerns the time slice data. The data are collected at 
several times, and individuals are not identified. In particular, their history 
is not followed, and it is not known if an individual appearing in one time 
slice appears in a later time slice. No tagging of individuals takes place. The 
results presented here indicate that time slice data can still allow US to 
obtain much parametric information, at least in simple evolving point 
processes. 
APPENDIX A 
For the SBDI process described in Section 2, the following gives nth 
order factorial cumulant densities qCn,,.,.,nLJ, C ni = n, of an L time slice ver- 
sion at times O<z,<z,< ... < zL < cc. The notation is similar to that in 
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THEOREM A.l. 
where 
P (n1,..4L) (T l,..., TL, Y, x1.1 ,..., x L.“L 1 
=s(n,-1)e -mrlp(tlr Y? x1.1) 
XP (nZ.....“L)(~2 - T  l,**., TL - 71, x1.1, X2,lYV XLqL 1 
where 
(71 - (Tl -s),..., TL - (7, - $1, z, xl.1 ,..., xL.nJ dz ds 
E(j) = 1 if j=o 
=o if j#O 
and where 
with t = (zl ,..., zL) and C* being the sum over all combinations of par- 
titioning n objects (x1 ,,,..., x~,~~) into i non-empty sets A, ,..., Ai, where Aj 
contains mj,k of {x~,~ ,..., xi,,} and x(j) is the vector consisting of the com- 
ponents in Aj. 
This is a multi-time extension of a formula given in 131, and can be 
obtained, for example, by the technique in [S]. 
The second order spectral density function is given by 
(271)dfr,,,,(i) = ran,,,,) + rvpr2, ” 
SI 
‘I-’ e-m(rl--s)e-(m+p”‘Z’vdv ds 
0 0 
(A-1) 
and for z1 < 72 
f (~)=e-(m+fpl~12)(rz--rl) 
fl.72 fz,,&) (A-2) 
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where 
MC % rm)=l-e-mr if m#O m 
=T if m =O. (A.3) 
The second order spectral density matrix for an L time slice version is 
f(n) = (f*&N (A.4) 
where for z2 > Q, L,,,,W KL,,&). 
The basic parameters in (A.l) and (A.2) are I, p, m= V(1 --pLcl,) and 
I/c1[2]. 
The third order spectra are functions of frequencies Ai, A2 and I,, where 
1, + A2 + & = 0. The third order spectral density at time r is given by 
g,(1,, A,)= (2~)-2dSSe-i<‘1,xl)i(i2,x2)q,(~, x1, x,)dx,dx, 
where q3 is the third order cumulant. In a symmetric notation, since A3 = 
- (1, + A,), we can write 
g,(h, 3L2> &I- g,(k, 22). 
By a lengthy but straightforward computation, 
W)2dg,(4, ~2)=r(V~C21)2(Gl(&T A2)+G1(A2, &I 
+G2(4, A,)) + rV~~31GAh, &I 
where 
(A.5) 
G,(1,,A2)=~~~~~s~~exp{-m(r-s)-mv-mw-p(v-w)~~~~2 
-pw(l,, A,)} dw dv ds, (A.61 
-4 pv( 112, + A,[‘)} dw dv ds, 
G&v A,) = j; I,‘-’ exp -m(z-s)-mv-~pv(~l,(2+)A2)2 
+ 12, + 1,12)} dv ds. 
(A.7) 
(‘4.8) 
It is seen that all but the last term in (AS) involve only parameters iden- 
tifiable by the second order spectra. In general, a (k + 1)th order factorial 
spectral density is of the form A + ( Vpck + i,) B, where A and B involve 
only parameters identifiable by spectra of order k or less. 
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In Section 3, we will need an estimate of (A.5). By [2], the consistency 
and asymptotic normality of spectral estimates of real valued B-mixing 
processes carry over to point processes. Below we consider triples of fre- 
quencies 1,) 1, and IX such that li + A, # 0 for any distinct pair, and li # 0. 
Define third order periodograms, as functions of ;1,, A2 and 1, = - (1, + 1,) 
I(=‘(&, 12, 12,) = T-dH,(0)-1(2~)~2dd~T)(~1) d:=‘(A,) d’=)(&). (A.9) 
Let weight functions W, VT’, window lengths B, and d T and the indicator 
function II/ be defined as in [ 1, Sect. 81. The function $ is different from the 
parameter v as is used in Section 3, but should not create any mis- 
understanding. Let 
g!T'(IZ1,122)=A2rdCCCUI(T'(IZ,-A~S,,122-A~S2,~3-A~s,) 
s, $2 *, 
gfT) is a weighted sum of third order periodograms (A.9), where A, = 
J (2, + A,). Since h = xA is the taper used in obtaining ZCT)( *) in Section 3, 
other tapers with the same support may be used in Theorem A.2. 
THEOREM A.2. {a) Suppose the taper h also satisfies IHI < 
K(1+111)-” for some v>d+ 1. If BT+O, dT-+O, AT/BT+O, and 
TAT+ co, as T-r co, then 
gy’(n,A)=jjj W’T”(~,-a,,~,-a2,;L3-a3) 
~~(~,+~2+~~)xg,(~~,~2,~~)d~~d~zd~~ 
+O(T-‘)+O(T-‘A,“)+O(ATB,‘) 
--f g,( 2, , &) in probability, 
where 6 is the Dirac delta function, and A, = - (,I, + &). 
(b) Let R(T) = T- ’ ’ A r2. B$. If in addition to the conditions in (a), 
T(ATBT)-’ + 0, then 
lim R(Vdx cov(glT)(E., , A,), glTYpl, p2)) 
T-00 
= H,(o)-2 x (27c2”C @A2 -P,Pl,) 6th - l4P2)) 44 -P(P3J 
P 
x”ml)f(~2)f(&)x j j j  W(a,, a29 a31 x w(qPl,, qP2b qP3)) 
x ~?(a, + a2 + ag) dcc, dcr, dcc,, 
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where C, means the sum over all 6 permutations (Pl, P2, P3) of (1,2, 3) and 
f(A)=&,(A) given by (Al), and i,= -(A, +A?), .u3= -(u, +uLz). 
(c ) For frequencies A,, 1, ii-?, j = l,..., k, satisjying the above conditions 
giT’(Lj,l, Ij.2) are asymptotically jointly normal, at rate R(T)‘12, and with 
covariance given in (b). 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM A.2. Suppose J.j.l, ,Ij,2, j= l,..., k, are distinct 
sets of frequencies, and that for each 1. ,>,, Ij,z, /Ij,j = -(;li,, + Jj.z) are distinct 
and non-zero. Then g!‘)(&, Aj,,,), j= l,..., k, normalized as in Theorem A.2 
are asymptotically independent normal r.v.‘s, with limiting variance 
X 
SIS 
W2(cq, LX?, a,) 6(cr, + ct2 + ct3) dot, dol, dot, 
APPENDIX B 
In [7], there are several typographical errors. We record corrections for 
these here. 
Page 102, equation (2.la): Var should be Var. 2m +pIpI* should be 
2m+pJL12. 
Page 102, equation (2.lb): T’ - T, should be z? - r,. 
Page 104, equation (3.1): The variance term ,fJi)(2~)~ should be 
fdw7#. 
Page 105, 8 lines from the bottom. The variance should read 
mY&,ww 
Page 107, 7 lines from the bottom: A, should read AT. 
Page 107, 5 lines from the bottom: ST= [PT”] should read ST= [/?T4]. 
Page 112, in Theorem 4.1.3, (i): The rate Tdi2 should be T4”. 
Page 112, 3 lines from the bottom: 1; should be j/j. 
Page 113, 3 lines below (4.2.1): bA should be xA. 
Page 113, Theorem 4.2.1: 8, should be 8,. 
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